Sugar, Spice & Everything Nice: Natural Food Remedies

Flu season is here, and we want to give our best defense to combat any illnesses that may arise. No one wants to have to focus on tissues and thermometers when exams and assignments are looming. Getting sick is not uncommon for students, and while taking Tylenol® may be your first instinct, perhaps consider incorporating natural remedies to help ease the symptoms of an illness. Head to the nearest dining hall to try the foods below.

(Ginger) Spice Up Your Life
Are you feeling nauseous? Have an upset stomach? If so, ginger’s natural anti-emetic properties may be able to help. Ginger can be found in the dining halls’ Asian cuisine, or in pickled form at the Busch and Brower sushi stations. Next time you find yourself feeling a little queasy, spice up your life with some ginger to settle your stomach.

Ooh, Honey
Did you know that locally sourced honey, like the varieties found in the dining halls, can serve as a low-dose form of immunotherapy? Bees pick up local pollen which may help fight seasonal allergies. If you are feeling under the weather, add this sweet treat to some hot tea or drizzle it over oatmeal to ease a sore throat.

I Got Hot Sauce in My Bag, Swag
If you are suffering with a stuffy nose, a chemical called capsaicin, found in hot peppers and spicy foods may help. It serves to thin out mucus that can congest breathing passageways. If you think you can handle the heat, head to the pasta/pizza station and toss some red pepper flakes over your meal, or mix Sriracha into your favorite stir-fry sauce.

It is best to think of food as a complementary source of treatment rather than a miracle cure. Listening to your body and consulting with your health care provider is important because natural food remedies are not a substitute for medical attention.

Soothe that sniffle with a squeeze of Sriracha